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My area. of focus this afternoon will be on .the
1:3

diagnostic teaching of reading. Diagnostic teaching, if we

I

could exercise ,it properly, would certainly be one of the

brighter lights of classroom reading instructon. I'm suee we

have all heard of diagnostic teaching, but it appears be a

popular label without operational identity. We need to give

the -concept substance r-So that it can be functional and

practical. I am going to expfain what this term means to me

and then 'something about how teachers can gO about it.

Nearly all teachers will agree that qua\lfty reading

instruction (1) provides learning experiences for all
II p .

youngsters to meet their instructional needs; (2) proceedI s at

a pace. in keeping with their ability; (3) ind \es effective

motivation; (4) and both satisfies present interests and
4

encourages the development of broader and more mature

interests. The desirability of these outcomes seems beyond

question. Accomplishing them, however, is still only

partially realized in most of our schools today.
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\Before one can meet individual needs, one must find out
f

. .

what they are The. first,ste0'is'to'find Out what one needs

to know in order to plan for effective' learning. However, the

following observation- basical/y will deal with,,the question,

of how teachers Can find out what they need to know in order

to plan for really effeCtive individual learning in reading.'

The Meaning-re Diagnostic Teaching. What does diagnostit
,

,teaching. mein?' diagnostic,teaching is the teacher."is
..

. ability to accurately, efficfently,
4
and effectively respo d

immediately on the basis awkat is,known
'aN,

about a pupil's
c, t.

reading behavior and the potency of in a pupil'd giv n

.

/
reading performance. But, let's first take a moment or tvfo

B

to examine the word diagnosis. ti. comes from two Greek roo s

dia and gnosis. Dia means through or across, and gn sis

means know, so, it really means to know through or to kn w

thoroughly. Invented primarily by physicians, to them

means identifying a. disease .condition and
,

its causation, in

order to know what treatmInt to use But in education we are

not concerned with disease, and a d6finitioli that may fit

better can be found in Webster's New-Collegiate Dictionary

an investigation or analysis of the cause or nature of

condition, situation, or probleM. ThiS view permits th

division of the focus Of diagnosis. It is possible either.t
c

put emphasis on the lsearch "-tor 'causation why didthe

present situation happen?. -- or-to put the main emphasis



the nature of7the:present condition or circumstances, or.to'. -

combine the two. From a , practical standpoint of what

teachers . and other educators' can do and need to. do,

diagnostic study must' stress the arlysis of a child's
c...-

present functioning and its implications for instruction.,-

,In sho rt, diagnostic teaching, is therapeutit in focus.

The teacher must assimilate her knowledge of sound, symbol,

cognition, error, and feelings to ja preconscious level with

which to make qUick and efficidht responses during teaching.

The teacheqs conceptual or:knowledge maps are the resources

or the templates upon which a pupil's reading behavior is

compared.

'Characteristics of Diagnostic Teaching: Now what are

some of- the characteristics of a classroom diagnostic

approach' to reading? We have first of all the question of
A

how important are tests. I am surekyou all have had your

blood pressure taken at one time or another, probably several

times. You know it is a simple technique, the soft part of

the instrum'ent is wrapped around the arm, air is pumped into

it, and you take a reading from the dial. Anyone with the

capabilities of a fifth grader could probably be taught to do

that in thirty :minutes or less. But to understand and

.interpret what the numbers mean takes a long period of

learning. (I am told that there are five grades ofisound

there, each detecting different,functions of the heart.) In

other words,, the important thing i9 getting a blood pressure

reading, is no _just to get the accurate numbers from the
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dial, but to .understand,, and interpret what they mean in

'understanding The 'condition of the individual.

Second, one sometimes can get a great deal of insight.

and ,understanding' from the simplest technique. It is als&

po'ssible to get .very little useful information from more

elaborate devices, if one does not happen to know enough
,

about the child's ,educational background, what he has be

exposed to: what he has not ,bean exposed toy and so on. In

diagnostic teaching, it is not the depth; but,the obviousnessL
...

and potency. O.FYcUes that gOtaiter.- (O'Donnell, 1972) The. , ?.
..

ability to interpret -is far mo4;e' important than,any
'particular

'testing, procedure, Often we can get excellent.
...

°diagnostic understanding from very, very simple

straightforward types ofinquiry and observation.

The third attribute of diagnostic teaching is that of

alertness to pupil performance, not just in a testing

situation, but' whenever he is' in any situation involving
_

'reading. Marie Clay (1982) Calls this "sensitive

observation."

1. What kinds-of errors does he make?
2. What was he trying to do when he made them?
3. What particular habit pattern seemed to underlie

these particular forms of errors?
.4. How does he -feel when he is priced in a reading

situation; does he feel enjoyme or dislike?
5. Does he show effort or attempt to\aVoid or evade

the situation?
6. Does he seem at ease or is he anxious, tense, or

fearful (although non-chalant exterior may
appear).

These are some of the estions that a teacher with a

diagnosticittitude has in the back of his or her mind all



the, time during all reading activities, and not _just during ,

_

test situations or just in .the reading books. . Every bit of

'-reading performance helps 2 to6'N build up a :diagnostic

understanding if you are paying attention 'to ,it in 01.3.1 way..

-- !A 'fdrih point about diaghostic teaching is that it
a

,.,

is taking, responsibility fbr the
.

, ..

. ,.

j.ut turnirid the ,
yOungster loose-,

7-,...

best, which ig--Whaf'_sometimes happens "in'

implies that' the ,teacher

child's learning and is not

and hoping for the

IS(

cert a. types of reading progra s, Ittakes More.thanya.,seft

books, practice exercises r; aLARectitular approach to 'or
4

to create- the framework-for the.,?t5ganization fOr reading

diagnostic teaching of reading.. ..

ar ,

DETERMINING INSTWCTIONAL REAbINO-LaigLS
.

t,

, .

-

I _ am goifig to turn now !to a'rather,tommon,'experienc of-
,. .:

t

4-

mine% ,it,invOLyessome of-7-6e images or false originals of
. -

the-Opportunity
co,

out' field. , crequenty, I havek
classrOomd ad.,14A.-teachers.and

partictaars
P.

cl sroOd,

to viSit

administrator'S about the

)reading, program. it. Upon visits 'to the
`- -u 0

observe the reading lesson in its usual setting.
t.

Often, a Y not alsays,, -the teacher will conduct the expected

pre-teaching functiOnS of a reading lesson (motivation,

background, ocabuldry, guidance, and purpose).

hen,

mat ial

as,r ina;good developmental reading

read silently first; before any

6

activity, the

oral reading.



t The ri4e we

.1

A .

011 remember 'is,. "'silent befbeeoral,
;

prowillg out .o the disruption' that
.

.ex"cept for

follows the

Silent' re..46ind. tbe..teapher aslpsAhe various members
2 .. ti

>.

rtreading :grOup.. tb-read orally. This 'affords a,

-f
1:ipportUnity:to di n.osis performance'i the cont t

l *.-- c L.. , .

Lesson. I use a'finber-Lount system which I taug t

growing' out of my understanding of the informal

invent.04. (Powell,

of the

golden

of the

myself,

reading

'The diagnostic teacher in the reading circle does not

have the time nor .the, heed to alwayt'record.the'errors,

ohether, they be scoreable or recordable. 'But-the teacher can

mechariically tally the scereable errors as they occur in any

'oral reading sample. At the children read, I count

mechanically on my fingers the'Jscorebble

insertions, mispronundiationt,

errors (omissions,

substitutions, transpositions,

and Linknown words) as they are observed. Then I estimate the

number of consecutive words read and divided the number of

"fingens" or miscues into
t

the total , number of estimated

words. This produces the number of.errors per running words

which can be compared to any guideline for acceptable reading

performance.

What do I find out in Such situations? I find out first

of all, that some of the children in a reading group are

reading the matekial,independently with quite good accuracy,

upderttanding, and fluepcy. The questioh then is: are thesd
.4)

children under plIced? I find out that a few of the
)

youngsters are experiencing fluency problems, word

7



difficulties, and lowered understandings, i.e./ their count

and their comprehension -percent correct are outside the

lower. limits of the standards for the given level. Th

question now this group is obvious:, are they over-placed

or was . this an artifact of the lesson development? And as
.

dne would , xpect I find out that many of the pupils are

reading within the tolerance limit for placement -- that, is,

of 'course, accurately placed students.
r I

We need, first of all, the technique of learning to

obgerve and to listen to pupils as they read -- anywhere,

anytimd in all types of materials,'not just in "reading

books". We want three types of information simultaneously,

if possible.

/p

1, At what levels can the pupil read comfortably

without any help or guidance? We know that

unless he does a.. substantial amount of

rindividual independent 'reading, he is not

likely to 'ever become fluent.reader. "How

are they ever going to learn to :read, if we

don't let them read?"

11. We want to know at what level reading becoMes

so difficult for them' that the ex.perience,..i.

More disruptive thanhelpful. We know'that '

information gain is lost with increasing

disruptions..

3. But most of all, as a ,teacher, 'we want, need,



,

and must have some idea, of the range of

that pupils can handle.effectiirely

in a teacher guided situationin which the
.

words the teacher expects to be unfamiliar

can a pretaught,. in which they are helped

when they run into problems, in which the

comprehension is guided, and any diffiCulty

that appears can be checked further and'

something done about it.

We know that if children are placed correctly in material,

and given instructional support, learning can folloW.

In training myself to use the finger count system,

first started out with a mechanical count on each finger.

After a while, I unconsciously began counting mentally,

instead of mechanically, and have been doing so for the past

16 years. Of course, to obtain a reasonablyaccurate_count--

is like my blood pressure illustration.earlier. It is 11"014,

the count is interpreted that matters -most. Historically, in

the reading field, their have been three major standa0-ds or

guidelines . for interpreting error ranges: The .three

standards have been identified by the author supporting a

given set of gUidelines. In order of increasing stringency,

they are: the Cooper criteria, ^the Betts criteria, and the

Powell criteria., It does notserve my purpose here to debate

the adequacy or inadeqUacy of a given set of criteria.

However, it is worth noting, that the Cooper and Powell

criteria are differentiated according to level while the

4
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Betts. criteria assumes a.uniformity for all levels and all

conditiohs. The use of differentiated criteria requires

cognitive ,flexibility on the part of the teacher. Whatever

criteria a teacher uses (she must have some criteria for the

judgment of the quality of reading behavior); it should be

, emphasized that criteria are guidelines, not requir'ements,

for placement. They set limits,, subject to sensitive

adjUstment by the diagnostic"teacher.

Is there any evidence about the 'Way pupils are placed

using .different, criteria?. Does it make a. difference if

different sets of criteria are used for final judgement in

reading placement levels, -Yes, it does.

Yes, it does make a 'difference in the guidelines used in

determining levels, and fortunately, a. study by Susan Homan

of the University of South Florida give's some idea of how. to

answer this_ questi-on. Her-research ASked Whether students

placed by the Betts and Powell criteria would result JR

simil'ar placements. Fifty-one percent of the time, they did

give the same placement. Of course, this means that in 49

percent of the her cases, different placements resulted. Of
*

that 49 percent, the Powell criteria 'always placed.the

students at a higher insti-uctional reading level. Fifty-five

percent 'of the time the Powell criteria placed the students.

one grade, level above the Betts criteria placement; .38

percent two levels above, and 7 percent three levels above

the traditional criteria. Therefore, it does make a big

difference what set of guidelines are used in placirig.:pUOilS
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in material for instruction.-

However, .all sets of existing guidelines for 'placement

suffer from a potentially serious weakness, namely, the le'veL

derived is not obtained under the conditions of instruction.

The levelS produced represent What a student CaWdo without
,

supporting' artruction: In administering, an IRI,. there, is' no

9.

pre- teaching of the elements of a good reading lesson-. In

Other words, the placement from all existing sets of criteria

May produce too low a level of placement for effective growth.

through instruction.

The issue of over or under placement is one that needs

more serio s examination today. During the past twenty years

as I hav observed the concept, of the instructional reading

level becoming more cdinmon place in classroom reading

instruction. Basal. reading systems, : reading management;

systems,. and Commerci sill, . ,prepared informal reading

invenor.ies have proliferated in-the market place. Pupils.-;,

.are being instructed more today In accordance with what is:-

known 'about the match between reader and material. 'et

have had th'i's growing impression that a large number of

children are being

used to worry about over-placement and still should because

under placed more than ever before:, We

frustration clearly
-

under-placement

6

learning. But so' does
. .

because an organism withOut some stress and

challenge is not' encouraged. to grow and deVelop... Boredom is

'the antitheis of frustration.' and, produces the same result.

It_just,may be that the concept of instrogtiOnal-ind

r
(



.e'
. . ....

levely as we have know''.ii:'for the pa'st f'orty year-sm....is
. .-. w, .

.i.
. .

:incomplete and inadequate' for the .,prpper placement. of.
.

, -,-....1-

students' into learning -material's. ..'
,

Vypotikye
_

:SOviet

. _..... .

;,,,

'ImyChologist;" contends that."instruction precedes develOpment, .

,. ...-4 . . -T

and leads it; it must be aimed not.:sqll-much at =the ripe-as at

,the'ripening function." (1962, p.104)

'If the assumption'that instruction-precedes development

is true,. .and.. Somehow. -my visceral instincts tell me it
.

f
,

then what. we-Want and need for placement,bbr dnstruction.i.s.
e

.

,not the instructional- reading level, but.a new goncept I call

the.Emerigent Reading

. N

THE EM NT READING LEVEL-,

'4 7",:?";

\,
What is any

.
Emergent Reading Level? It i-s the level a

...pupil ,Can sustain. under'direct guidanCe and. support .by the

teacher.
.

So you. ask, -hem is that diffeeent _from the
; .

instructional, reading level4 The difference is 'best

illustrated by the-way-the two diStinct levels are obtained.

The instructional reading .level is a misnomer, a filse image.
.

This is because with an instructi-onal- level scpre, the

obtains his or her level score bythemsselyes without any

teaching 'or mediatioq by the.teacher. IterepreselAs a lexel,

where the younster's. skilj perfdrmance 1.s.acceptatire 4$,41
; ,

given set Of criteria ;but' itis achieved .Without..guidance' or

. -

1Titrtict,i66.. The youngster just reads witti-only a,suggestive
.
introduction to the printed material or with no,..iiltOduCi*In.....

"just read feOgi he?Lp i her,e!') The

7.

to, the material at all;

0.!

.

,



tgent. reaciWg,level 'wOuld be that -level wited under and

throygh instruction. The 'teacher would teactr the vocabulary

and , coitCepts; an a_.purpote_.:_for_reading

regu7ar- readi,ngi essdn. Then the pupil readinvpeasure
,It '

vidiald be :takeh. The emergent reading Y level ewoupbe -obtain

by.-1.-usirig the pre"teaching part --of the lesSons. and- then the.'

proEddiire would follciva, the usual format of admin.itstering the

informal reading inventory T1w lemel achived. pith

guidance add mediation (pre-teathing aspectt) it theTeMerdent

residing level.

The ;ClOsest;,,ffunction of this type. of :level: determinatiOn

':field .ofreading instruction today is :the
-concept of . trial ,:,tettOnt"; as destribed, by" Albert Harris

J

11975) . Tr i alt lessons have .typ4 cal been ,,used for
verification of 'skill neekiS; not for level Of placement.
This

and

'obtain.

upward

level of functioning

i.s , the procedure that is.sometimet, used in-corrective

nemedial instruction. By a simple modification-A! can
,

the emergent readihg level. It 'it 'simply.
leVat1 by level (not'by skill type) until. the d

obtained. - The pre- teayEhing

1,red.

'procedureS and the techhicfUeS the IRV need

nterfaced -to create'
-.-Emergent Reading' Level:,

new strategy for obtaining t

What will be discciyered by, the _above process will be a

of .-performarice levels. This range will be frOm the
3 .

-reading 'level, as we use the term today, to the-
emergent reading level .the le'vel just prior, to a sudden droO1



. ,
irifOrmation gain..(frusteation.for learning These.

new 1-eve1S :are.* obtaineif after :ditect teaching prior- to
readng.' The range of potenti41.1-learnia.! levels represents a

-- 7.&-- -- . .
tinuum. '1.1pOn which . reading-learning .

assignments can be

,made. _ The grteater the range of levels, the greater the
1 earrni n

,

aPproximates the "zone

-.tential.. of the., youngster. This range also

of proximal development"' concept :3414-

`Vygotskyi, except his levels were for mental assessment,

the-emergent zones: -afire fOr reading-learning l'evels.

kay. Caolperell (1982) of the University
Mississipp -has succinctly described the testing
developed ;:by Vygotsky.

Southern

.procedures

Once an independent level of'
performance< tour.' inStructional level) 'is established,. the.
examiner then gives more complex, material and helps the.
student deal with that complexity; The types- of
intervention and instructional "Iid Vy.94316% describes include

demonstrating. sal ut i ons aSking leading, qtrestionS Or
.suggest Vng possible answers. Thus the examiner aCtually

teaches a student how to understand challenging-material i in

order to establish a leyel

given asst: i

which the Student can

'With' most of the informal reading'device* we use toilay.
.

.

however, students can answer a pre -specified, percentage of`
it

.-qiiestions correctly by hemse.l ves pr maintain a criterion.
eVel of oral reading aproficiency without any assistance.

Teachers do not teach them theinformation: itk.,-a passage, help-,

them with word diff iculties" or help them find answers to a
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,similar .type'of questiqn task.. Tt4terefore, the method we, use.

-to establish,instructional levels may actually underestimate
students capacity to benefit' from instruction. ,More
"importantly ----wince-, do ,not now provide instructionar,

assist-ance.,..- during the informal- test sessions, we cannot.use...-.
.----- .

these ' assessments to obtaime information about the type and..--- t

amount "of instructio nal Support individual students need to
.Amprove-their reading-4e4Iving performance..

. .

J i,
a .

Instruction pushes students. to master more 'complex and

abstract conceptual structures. The -new structures awakens
. in. them new capacities fdr learning and reacefir\g. .Students

.

cannot operate on this:new structure by themselves., but they
can i do. so itf they are gifen dirett assistance and support
from others., __This --'-method---afdiagnost-i-c-assessment-mor-
closely reflects the original intent of diagnostic teaching.-

independent study project by Lisabetik Dixon: dealing
. .

with this process
Flcarlda.

.

now. underway at the University of
,Ms. Dixon'spreliminarytidata with about 25 third

and 25 Sixth _glade otudents:in""a "non-urban school °district,r. /P.
tends to support the procedure dit described here.

Aerhaps the

±".

concept of the'i'nstructional reading level
needs to . be retirecl..: Or better*' yet, the instructional
readkng leVel as.:we'Iknopii today and have known it fromthe

.. . .. - ,. " ....... _

past needs to. be,-replaced by a more viable concept.
Should this turn out to be sci, it will eXplain that

nagging and knawing. :feeling have had since my public school '

teaching days about the match of reader and materials... I
,

o f



knew, :40cause

more

15

I 'had experienced i many times then and even

since then, that the data %from tests 5 formal and

not Match my- fifidings in the instructional

lesson7settthg. The emergent level may well fillthe void of
. N

of ormati on: we acked in, the past. I certainly hope so.

(

rn

ti
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